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ABSTRACT. Isochronic continuous horizons between 20 and 90 m depth in a ground-
penetrating radar (GPR) profile, recorded in Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica, are iden-
tified by comparison of synthetic and measured single radar traces. The measured radar-
gram is derived from a stacked GPR profile; the synthetic radargram is computed by
convolution of the complex reflection coefficient profile, based on dielectric profiling
(DEP) data of a 150 m ice core, with a depth-invariant wavelet. It reproduces prominent
reflections of the measured radargram to a considerable degree. Analyzing matching peaks
in both radargrams enables us to identify isochronic reflections and transfer individual
volcanic-event datings to the GPR profile. Reflections are primarily caused by changes in
permittivity; changes in conductivity are of minor importance. However, several peaks in
permittivity andconductivity showa goodcorrelationand indicate that some reflections are
related to acidic layers. The results demonstrate the possibility of reproducing radargrams
from ice-core property profiles, a necessary step for the interpretation of remotely sensed
radar data and the general significance of connecting ice-core and radar data for correct
interpretations. Problems related to forward modeling, data gaps, origin of permittivity
peaks, and GPR profiles used for comparison, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA)
aims at retrieving two deep ice cores in different regions of
the Antarctic ice sheet. Drilling hasbeen performed at Dome
Concordia since 1996; the second deep drilling operation
started in 2001at the new Kohnen station in Dronning Maud
Land (DML), near the site DML05.Variations in the spatial
distribution of precipitation and ice-sheet dynamics make it
necessary to use additional information for accurate
interpretation of ice-core data, and their extension to neigh-
boring regions. Spatial accumulation rates can be obtained
from snow pits, shallow ice cores and space-borne remote
sensing (Karlo« f and others, 2000; Sommer and others, 2000;
Wahr and others, 2000; Zwally and others, 2001). The
interpretation of the internal ice-sheet structure in terms of
accumulation rates canbe accomplishedby ground-penetrat-
ing radar (GPR) surveys (Richardson and others, 1997;
Nereson and others, 2000; Siegert and Hodgkins, 2000;
Kanagaratnam and others, 2001).

Electromagnetic (EM) waves penetrating the ice are par-
tially reflected at boundaries where the complex dielectric
constant changes, mainly due to variations in ice density and
chemical composition. Assuming that a continuous internal
reflection horizon (IRH) corresponds to an isochronous
layer, the spatial variation of layer depth provides informa-
tion on variations in the accumulation rate and changes due
to ice-sheet dynamics.

Dating of IRHs is achieved by converting GPR profiles
from travel time to depth domain, using EM velocity^depth
relations (Jezek and Roeloffs,1983; Clarke and Bentley,1994;
Richardson and others, 1997; Hempel and others, 2000;

Eisen and others, 2002), and transferring age^depth rela-
tions, usually obtained from snow pits or ice cores (Oerter
and others, 1999; Sommer and others, 2000), to prominent
IRHs. Other studies have demonstrated the direct connec-
tion between volcanic events and IRHs (e.g. Millar, 1981;
Bogorodsky and others, 1985; Siegert, 1999; Hempel and
others, 2000), but a direct comparison between synthetic
radargrams based on ice-core data and measured radar-
grams is still pending (Moore, 1988; Miners and others,
1997).

In this study, we demonstrate the possibility of reprodu-
cing prominent IRHs in a GPR radargram by forward
modeling, identify most as isochrones, some of which are
related to acidic signals, like volcanic eruptions, and trans-
fer the dating to continuous horizons in a GPR profile. The
data were obtained during several EPICA pre-site surveys
in DML. In 1998/99, numerous GPR profiles were recorded,
connecting the locations of ice cores drilled in earlier
seasons. High-resolution dielectric profiling (DEP) along
the ice core B32, retrieved at DML05 in 1997/98 (Oerter
and others, 2000), forms the basis for calculating synthetic
radargrams with a general frequency domain convolution
using a depth-invariant wavelet.

GPR SURVEY ANALYSIS

Common-offset GPR measurements were performed with a
commercial 200 MHz monopulse bistatic RAMAC system
(MalÔ Geoscience, Sweden). The antennae were mounted
on a sled and pulled by a Skidoo at an average speed of
8 km h^1, passing the borehole location B32 in a distance of
a few decimeters; a distance meter trigged the transmitter
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pulse at an interval of 1m. Each trace consists of eight verti-
cally stacked pulse recordings of a 1500 ns two-way travel-
time (TWT) window containing 2400 samples.

Tracking of coherent patterns in adjacent traces makes it
possible to identify prominent reflectors in processed GPR
profiles (Fig.1). Processing includes five-fold horizontal stack-
ing, band-pass filtering, and automatic gain control (AGC).
Conversion fromTWT to depth domain is achieved byapply-
ing a velocity^depth distribution derived from common-mid-
point (CMP) measurements (Eisen and others, 2002). In the
resulting profile, numerous continuous prominent IRHs can
be identified below 20 m depth, each 1.5^3 m wide.They will
be referred to later when comparing GPR and synthetic
radargrams.

Due to the relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and lateral inhomogeneity of the firn pack, it is difficult to
locate the arrival time of IRHs exactly when considering a
single GPR trace for comparison with a synthetic radar-
gram. To increase the SNR of the GPR data for further
analysis, and to minimize the influence of reflections from
obstacles at the surface (e.g. a weather station and metal
stakes), we create a single trace radargram, SGPR, used for
later comparison, by stacking all traces from 11 different
GPR profiles located within a radius of 50 m of B32. Before
stacking, the traces are shifted to the primary signal of the
direct airwave, resampled at a sample rate of 0.5 ns. After
stacking and dewowing, a 100 ns AGC filter is applied to
the trace to correct for device-related direct-current
components, geometric spreading, absorption, etc.

FORWARD MODELING OF RADARGRAMS

The forward modeling of impulse measurements generally
considers the distribution of reflection coefficients with depth
to be the impulse response function of the subsurface.The con-
volution of the transmitted signal with the impulse response
function results in the recorded trace, as described below.

Ice-core DEP data

The complex relative dielectrical constant can be written as

" ˆ "0 ¡ i"00 ˆ "0 ¡ i
¼

"0!
ˆ j"j e¡i¯ ; …1†

where the real part °0 is the ordinary relative permittivity of
the medium. The imaginary part "00 is the dielectric loss
factor and can be expressed as a function of conductivity ¼,
angular frequency !, and the permittivity of vacuum "0.
The last expression defines the loss tangent, tan ¯ ˆ "00="0.

Along an ice core, " canbe determined by means of DEP
(Moore and Paren, 1987). An improved DEP device devel-
oped byWilhelms and others (1998), and further refined by
Wilhelms (2000), essentially a calibrated guarded scanning
capacitor, allows the simultaneous measurement of both
components of ". This device was used at a frequency of
250 kHz to determine " along the ice core B32 in ¢z ˆ
5 mm increments with a systematic accuracy of about 1%
and a statistical error of ¹0.1% for each component, and
an accuracy of 1cm in depth (Fig. 2).The depth error results
from the positioning of the 1m long core sections in the
measuring bench.

Several schemes to reject sections with poor core quality,
andthus false DEP data, were investigated.The best compro-
mise between least rejection and least disturbed convolution
signals is obtained by calculating running mean and stand-
ard deviation within a 2.5 m window along the core. DEP
values that show a permittivity which is more than one stand-
ard deviation below the window mean are rejected, as the
lower permittivity values are most likely caused by cracks in
the ice.

Following this procedure, about 3.5% of the DEP data
with an average section length of 2 cm had to be removed
in the upper 100 m of the core. In total, 4.5% of the DEP
data are missing.

Fig. 1. Example of a filtered, stacked and gain-corrected GPR profile, recorded with unshielded 200 MHz antennae.The profile
runs from the drill site B32 at DML05 to DML15; traces were recorded every meter. Dominant horizons are labeled A^H and
indicated by arrows; depth is in respect to the 1998 surface.The vertical line in the upper part near km 32 is caused by a hardware
failure of the system.
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The complex reflection coefficient

The complex reflection coefficient at an interface of two
media with different dielectrical properties is determined
by their complex impedance contrast. The reflection coeffi-
cient of two adjacent layers with complex dielectric con-
stants "k and "k‡1 measured at depths k¢z and …k ‡ 1†¢z,
respectively, is given by

Rk‡1
2

ˆ R0
k‡1

2
‡ iR00

k‡1
2

ˆ
�����
"k

p ¡ ���������
"k‡1

p
�����
"k

p ‡ ���������
"k‡1

p ; …2†

which can be separated and rearranged to obtain R0
k ‡ 1

2
and

R00
k ‡ 1

2
as a function of j"kj, j"k‡1j, ¯k and ¯k‡1.The index k‡ 1

2
means that the corresponding depth value for R is the mean
depth of both data points, i.e. …k ‡ 1

2
†¢z.

Several tests show that gaps larger than several ¢z pro-
duce too low reflection coefficients when using a linear inter-
polation, and too large reflection coefficients when applying
different spline interpolation schemes. To avoid artificial
values, the DEP data are linearly interpolated in gaps that
are ¹3¢z in length or smaller, and R is calculated from
Equation (2). If the gap length exceeds this limit, R is set to 0
(Fig. 2).We consider this to be a more accurate way of treating

missing DEP data than to interpolate " on an equidistant grid
before calculating the reflection coefficient, as the change in "
is more important than the actual value. Support for this pro-
cedure comes fromtest runs with downsampled DEP data, as,
with a new sample interval of ¹5¢z, significant changes in
the reflection characteristics are already evident.

Analogousto theTWTof a reflected radar pulse in ice, a
propagation time for each data point of the R…¢z† series
can be calculated from the in situ EM wave speed,
c ˆ c0=

����
"0

p
, with c0 being the wave speed in vacuum. The

resulting non-equidistant series is then projected onto an
equidistant grid by means of a linear interpolation and a
time increment ¢t ˆ ¢z=cice ˆ 29.7 ps, yielding the series
R…¢t† (¢t is the time necessary for an EM wave to propa-
gate the DEP sampling distance of 5 mm in ice with cice ˆ
1.686108 ms^1 (Bogorodsky and others,1985)).

Radar wavelets

Numerous authors emphasize the crucial role of the trans-
mitted radar wavelet for forward modeling of radargrams
and GPR processing (Moore, 1988; Arcone and others,
1995; Hildebrand, 1996). We investigate several wavelets
from raw GPR data, among which are the direct airwave,
reflections from the ice-shelf^water boundary, and several
internal reflections. Although the EM reflections from the
ice-shelf^sea-water boundary represent a close image of
the original reflected pulse, this wavelet only partly repro-
duces reflections in the upper 30 m of the ice using DEP
data.The most likely reason for this is the different physical
in situ properties in the upper layers of the ice shelf in com-
parison to site DML05 on the polar plateau. The wavelet
was recorded near Neumayer station, with refrozen melt-
water at the surface and solid ice underneath.Thus, absorp-
tion, dispersion, phase shifts, etc. lead to a different wavelet
shape, and thus to different reflections. Best results are
obtained with a wavelet determined from a strong internal
reflection recorded during a CMP survey near DML05,
which is resampled using an Akima spline interpolation at
2048 equidistant points and a time increment ¢t as above
(Fig. 3). This results in the wavelet series W…¢t† we use for
further calculations.

Frequency domain convolution

The convolutionof the wavelet series W…¢t† with the reflec-
tioncoefficient series R…¢t†, SDEP ˆ W ¤ R, is carried out in
the frequency domain by multiplying their fast Fourier trans-
forms. The resulting synthetic DEP radargram SDEP…¢t† is
transformed to depth by applying the inverse TWT^depth
conversion introduced above.

RESULTS

Isochrones are layers of equal age that obtained a similar
characteristic at the surface on a regional scale, which is sus-
tained during vertical advection and deformation. The
accurate dating of GPR profiles requires the identification of
isochronic IRHs, which can best be achieved by identifying
matching peaks in the measured GPR and synthetic DEP
radargrams. If the peaks are related to chemical origin, the
corresponding IRHs are isochrones, and, in the case of vol-
canic events, the dating can be transferred to the GPR
profile. As firn age is monotonically increasing with depth,
adjacent layers which are parallel to isochronic IRHs have

Fig. 2. Depth distribution of the measured ordinary relative
permittivity "0; dielectric loss factor "00, scaled to 200 MHz;
density variation ¯»; the real part R0 of the complex reflection
coefficient; and name and date of identified volcanic events of
the ice core B32.The density variation is calculated from ®-
absorption measurements, corrected for core breaks, in respect
to the boxcar filtered mean density of a 5 m window.The wide
grey horizontal bars labeled A^H on the right indicate the
depth and vertical extent of the most prominent reflection hori-
zons in the GPR profile (Fig. 1) near B32, corrected to the
1998 surface.The narrow grey horizontal bars indicate gaps
in the DEP data record.
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to be isochrones as well. In the following we will carry out
this procedure for the prominent IRHs selected in Figure1.

DEP vs GPR radargram

For the direct comparison of both radargrams we use their
squared envelopes, which are proportional to energy, calcu-
ated from the single trace radargrams. Due to the influence
of the direct air and ground waveas well as antenna ringing,
signals with a TWT 550 ns (¹10 m) are neglected in the
following comparison.

Most prominent IRHs in the GPR profile (events A^H,
Fig. 1) are visible in SGPR as strong peaks (Fig. 4). Some,
however, have rather small amplitudes (e.g. event E), but
can nevertheless be clearly identified as continuous signals
in the GPR profile.

In general, the power envelope of the synthetic trace
SDEP shows a good agreement in numerous incidents with
the power envelope of SGPR, enabling the identification of
distinct reflections. However, some outliers are also present
on either side. Matching partners of comparable size to the
GPR envelope are visible in the DEP envelope for events A,
B, C, Fand G. A very good agreement, even in phase struc-
ture, exists for events A, Fand G. Events B and E have SDEP

envelope peaks of only about half the width of the SGPR

signal, and their maxima are shifted by 0.5 and ^1.0 m,
respectively. For events C and F, the directly matching envel-
ope peak is of the same size, but while event C is preceded by
a stronger signal which is not visible in SGPR, event F is fol-
lowed by one. A direct partner in SDEP is missing for event
D, and the peak in SDEP is smaller in size and with a slightly
shifted maximum for event H, but still comparable in phase.
The most obviousoutliers in SDEP occur at16.5,49 and 64 m.
We now discuss probable reasons for these differences.

Qualitative error analysis

Numerous factors affect the shape of the synthetic and the
recorded radargrams.The most obviousproblems are missing
DEP data, strongly altering interference patterns of reflected
wave trains, and the presence of noise in the GPR profiles.

Comparison studies with single GPR traces or small
ensembles of stacked traces were only partly successful.
The GPR processing sequence described above makes use
of coherent positions of reflecting horizons with depth with-

in a radius of 50 m around B32, i.e. time shifts during the
recording due to surface of reflector roughness are smaller
than half a wavelength (0.5 m for c ˆ 2.06108 ms^1).

Fig. 3.Time-domain signals (a) and power spectrum (b) of the raw-data wavelet (thin dashed line with triangles) determined
from an internal reflection, and the interpolated resampled wavelet used for the convolution (thick line).

Fig. 4.Variable-amplitude wiggle plot of the synthetic DEP
radargram SDEP (left) and the measured gain-corrected
GPR radargram SGPR (right). In the middle, the squared
envelopes of each radargram are shown, with the power of
SDEP increasing to the left and SGPR increasing to the right.
The GPR signal is corrected to the 1998 surface; the first 3 m
have been muted because of the influence of the direct and
ground wave. A 10 cm wide mean boxcar filter has been
applied to the envelopes to increase clarity.Wide grey bars in
the right half labeled A^H indicate prominent reflection hori-
zons in the GPR profile (Fig. 1); narrow grey bars in the left
half indicate gaps in the DEP data (Fig. 2).
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Although stacking of more than 500 traces significantly
increases the SNR and emphasizes dominant horizons,
weaker signals might be destroyed.

The original DEP data, on the other hand, represent a
point measurement, which therefore has a low SNR but a
high vertical resolution. Lateral inhomogeneities are pres-
ent, especially in the upper part of the firn, where sastrugi
are still distinguishable and might lead to a reflectivity over
one Fresnel zone different than that calculated from the DEP
data. Moreover, parts of the data are missing, and cannot be
interpolated easily without introducing artificial reflection
properties. Gaps of a few centimeters in length might
already result in the loss of considerable information on
reflectivity. For example, four gaps with a total length of
8 cm occur within event D. Three of these gaps occur at
points where " seems to change significantly, suggesting that
the strong peak of SGPR at 45.5 m lacks a matching peak in
SDEP because of wrong values for R. Likewise, event H is
interrupted in the DEP data by five gaps.

Additional causes for differences of both radargrams
come along with the convolution scheme. In general, the
propagating wave changes shape due to dispersion effects,
and a complex reflection coefficient causes phase shifts at
each layer boundary. The use of a constant wavelet neglects
both processes. Sensitivity runs with different wavelets indi-
cate that the reflection characteristics for longer travel times
depend on the wavelet choice (e.g. with a different signal the
single DEP reflection at 86 m is strongly reduced in magni-
tude and becomes a multi-peak signal). Moreover, interfer-
ences due to multiple reflections are not accounted for by a
simple convolution.This could be the reason for the sharp
peaks in SDEP at 49 and 64 m, which do not have any peak
in SGPR. The broad peak between 16.0 and 17.5 m, on the
other hand, is matched by two much smaller and sharper
GPR peaks, and might be the result of constructive interfer-
ence caused by missing reflectivity and multiple reflections,
or negative interference in the GPR because of pronounced
lateral inhomogeneities at this depth.

The AGC applied to the GPR trace basically compen-
sates for energy losses due to geometric spreading. As
pointed out by Hildebrand (1996), absorption and reflection
losses as well as focusing are of minor importance in the
upper part of the considered depth range, and are therefore
not major factors for discrepancies. At larger travel times,
however, the reflected GPR signal is close to the noise level,
unavoidably decreasing the SNR, and thus resulting in
larger differences in magnitude of matching peaks.

Physical origin of reflections

To reveal the physical origin of the observed matching syn-
thetic reflections, we perform two sensitivity studies. For the
calculation of the synthetic radargram SI

DEP of the first
study, "00 is smoothed with a 20 m boxcar mean filter and "0

is left unchanged. For the second study, resulting in SII
DEP,

selected individual peaks in "0, that show a correlation with
conductivity signals at same depths, are smoothed and "00 is
left unchanged.

The synthetic radargram SI
DEP is quasi-identical to the

original SDEP. The second study demonstrates that ampli-
tudes of reflections in SII

DEP are 1^2 orders of magnitude
smaller than prominent peaks in SDEP at the same depth.
Moreover, because of the increased variability of the con-
ductivity record, the positions of reflections in SII

DEP show a

less clear agreement with SGPR, i.e. they cannot explain the
observed matching IRHs of SDEP and SGPR. These results
confirm earlier findings (Moore, 1988; Hildebrand, 1996;
Miners and others, 1997) that the reflection coefficient is
dominated by changes in permittivity and that conductivity
changes are negligible. As we relate the origin of reflections
to changes in permittivity coinciding with acidic layers, two
questions arise: what is the cause of the correlation between
chemical impurities and permittivity? and do acidic layers
affect the permittivity of the firn?

We rule out measurement artifacts related to the relaxa-
tion frequency of ice, as the DEP processing scheme has been
extensively tested in this respect (Wilhelms, 2000). In some
cases (e.g. the Coseguina (1835; 21.7 m) (Nicaragua) and
Tambora (1815; 23.8 m) (Indonesia) events), the ®-absorption
density record shows distinct peaks in density as well. In the
case of the adjacent unknown eruption (1809;24.5m), a com-
parable peak in density is missing (Fig. 2). The DEP-based
density at the same depth, calculated with the complex mix-
ing model (Wilhelms, 2000), i.e. corrected for dielectrical
mixing of density and conductivity of the complex " of firn,
shows the same pattern. This indicates that the correlations
between acidic peaks in conductivity, permittivity and den-
sity are not systematic, but that different mechanisms are
present, as pointed out by Fujita and others (2000).

The simplest explicativeprocess is of meteorologicalorigin
(e.g. accumulation coming along with unusual circulation
patterns, increasing chemical impurities and changing snow
properties simultaneously). Nevertheless, complex dielectri-
cal mixing between the air and snow phase, changes in the
firn lattice, or protonic defects, related to chemical
impurities, might play a role at different frequencies, requir-
ing further investigations on the microphysical level.

Identifying isochrones

The ice core B32 has been dated by counting annual layers
in various chemical records (Sommer and others, 2000), and
volcanic events have been identified by Go« ktas° (2002) by a
combination of annual-layer counting, nss-sulphate concen-
trations and identified H2SO4 depositions (Fig. 2).

Having related the physical origin of matching peaks of
SGPR and SDEP to permittivity peaks in the "^depth
distributions (Fig. 2) enables us to connect certain chemical
events with dominant signals in the DEP radargram.Because
of the comparable structure of several permittivity and con-
ductivity peaks, we have to assume that these permittivity
peaks are related to volcanic eruptions or other chemical
events, with the consequence that the corresponding IRHs
are isochrones. The ice-core dating can then be transferred
via several matching peaks to the GPR radargram and
further to the GPR profile. It has to be kept in mind that the
strongest peak of an IRH observed in the radargram is
slightly shifted to larger travel times, or depths, as the wavelet
maximum is delayed from the first arrival by ¹10 ns, corres-
ponding to about 2 m.

Of the set of prominent IRHs we selected for our
analysis, the double peak of event A is coincident with the
Tambora and one unknown eruption in 1815 and 1809,
respectively. Events C and F coincide with strong peaks in
"00, which result from above-normal values in several chemi-
cal species (dated to 1620 and 1375, respectively), but which
make it difficult to attribute these signals solely to volcanic
eruptions (personal communication from H. Oerter, 2002).
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Although for event H the matching peak is of less good qual-
ity than at shallower depths, it is striking that two eruptions,
Tarawera, New Zealand, in 1180 and one unknown in 1170,
are dominant at the same depth. Event D is coincident with
the Ruiz (Colombia) eruption (1593), but as a corresponding
peak in SDEP is missing, the origin of the IRH is unclear.

To summarize, six out of the eight strongest IRHs evident
from the GPR profile show matching peaks in GPR- and
DEP-based radargrams, all of which are caused by peaks in
permittivity. Four of these coincide with signals in the con-
ductivity of chemical origin, with a very good correlation to
permittivity, two of which are attributed to volcanic events.
This evidence strongly suggests that these four events are iso-
chrones. As all dominant observed continuous IRHs in the
considered depth range are parallel to adjacent identified
isochrones, they must be of isochronous origin as well.

CONCLUSION

Based on a simple convolution scheme, we are able to calcu-
late a synthetic radargram from high-resolution DEP ice-
core data, which reproduces dominant features of a meas-
ured radargram to a considerable degree. In four cases, the
ice-core dating from single chemical events can be directly
transferred to continuous IRHs in common-offset GPR
profiles, via matching dominant peaks in the radargrams.
The dated horizons provide an independent means of syn-
chronizing ice cores from different locations, and can be
used to determine the regional and temporal distribution
of the accumulation rates.

All IRHs are caused by changes in the permittivity.
However, major IRHs in the depth range 20^90m are asso-
ciated with volcanic eruptions or distinct chemical events of
other origin, that seem to cause changes in the chemical as
well as physical properties.

Discrepancies between the synthetic and real radargram
are associated with gaps in the DEP data, the presence of
noise in the GPR data, and lack of consideration of import-
ant physical phenomenon during wave propagation by the
convolution scheme. To overcome data gaps, detailed studies
on the random structure of the DEP profiles on a regional
scale, and their influence on EM reflections are required to
develop interpolationprocedures that successfully reproduce
missing data without introducing artificial EM reflections.

Instead of developing more sophisticated convolution
schemes, we suggest using finite-difference forward model-
ing for calculating synthetic radargrams, as the simulation
of the propagationand reflection processes of the EM waves
(e.g. multiple reflections, phase shifts and absorption) are
implicitly accounted for. Currently, work is in progress to
calculate finite-difference-based radargrams from the DEP
data used for this study.
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